NATIONAL QUALITY FORUM
Endorsing Resource Use Standards - Cycle 2
SAMPLE BALLOT

MEASURE-BY-MEASURE

1560  Relative Resource Use for People with Asthma
       ____  I approve the measure currently specified
       ____  I disapprove the measure currently specified
       ____  I abstain from voting on this measure

1561  Relative Resource Use for People with COPD
       ____  I approve the measure currently specified
       ____  I disapprove the measure currently specified
       ____  I abstain from voting on this measure

1595  ETG Based Diabetes Cost of Care Measure
       ____  I approve the measure currently specified
       ____  I disapprove the measure currently specified
       ____  I abstain from voting on this measure

1609  ETG Based Hip/Knee Replacement Cost of Care Measure
       ____  I approve the measure currently specified
       ____  I disapprove the measure currently specified
       ____  I abstain from voting on this measure

1611  ETG Based Pneumonia Cost of Care Measure
       ____  I approve the measure currently specified
       ____  I disapprove the measure currently specified
       ____  I abstain from voting on this measure